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Have I failed to live in harmony with others because 
of  an overbearing spirit?

Have I failed to look for the good in others and to 
sincerely acknowledge and appreciate them? Have I 
instead given in to the temptation to criticize them 
destructively?

Have I tried to discover what situations cause me to 
be overly sensitive? Have I ignored the fact that being 
overly sensitive is disordered, offends God, makes me 
unhappy, and in turn spreads unhappiness?

Section 7

Have I failed to strictly but peacefully regulate my 
sense of  touch, which is the most sensitive faculty 
that can so easily lead to sin?

Have I failed to bring my sense of  taste under control 
by regulating the quality and quantity of  my eating 
and drinking in accord with right reason? Have I 
given in to excesses?

Have I neglected to refine my speech and conform 
it to the spirit of  our Lord? Have I said anything to 
anyone, or even to myself, that I could not say to 
God?

Have I failed to guard my eyes by looking at things 
that are occasions of  sin for me? Have I looked at 
immodest pictures or images from the computer or 
other social means of  communication?

Have I opened to anyone else the exclusive place in 
my heart that belongs only to my spouse?

Have I neglected to acquire the virtue of  perfect 
chastity by avoiding persons, places and things that I 
know from experience are, or are likely to be, occasions of  
sin for me?

Have I examined my conscience daily and received the 
Sacrament of  Penance frequently?

Have I given in to cowardice in the hard spiritual battles 
God calls me to fight? 

Have I neglected to beg for the graces I need in order to 
make the many acts of  virtue I constantly need to make?
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Have I failed to give my love to God by cultivating an 
abiding sorrow for sin and by frequently telling God 
sincerely that I love Him?

Have I neglected to develop my knowledge of  the Catholic 
Faith and to constantly grow in that Faith by telling God 
sincerely that I believe everything he has revealed and that 
the Church teaches?

Have I neglected to share my Catholic Faith with others?

Section 8

Have I allowed myself  to give in to disordered, unjust, or 
uncontrolled anger, and so to create discord and 
discontent, and even to partially or wholly tear down a 
happy family spirit?

Have I tried to develop meekness by subjecting all of  my 
emotions to the order of  reason?

Have I shown patience in bearing with the faults of  others?

Have I tried to get along well with everyone?

Have I allowed myself  to be easily wounded by my friends 
and to give vent to feelings that would hurt them?

Have I neglected to take seriously the fact that each act of  
virtue, regardless of  how small it may be, goes into the 
forming and final makeup of  my character?

Have I sincerely believed that when my acts of  virtue 
outnumber my acts of  sin, my character is that much 
holier, and that perfect character is formed by perfect 
virtue? Examination of   
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53n. Examination of  Conscience 
� The Interior Life �

Section 1

Have I frequently asked the Holy Family for the grace  
to love God to such a degree that I would be ready 
to lose everything rather than offend Him through 
mortal or willful venial sins?

Have I shown my love for God by the way I speak, 
think and act?

Have I fulfilled my daily duties well with joyful fidelity 
as the best way of  showing my love for God?

Have I often reached outside of  my family to 
evangelize others and to zealously seek to draw them 
to love God?

Have I tried to transform my daily crosses into 
moments of  growth in grace by accepting them 
joyfully?

Section 2

Have I tried to offer my aches and pains patiently and 
silently, prayerfully begging God’s help to endure 
them, rather than fretting interiorly or complaining to 
others about them?

Have I given in to inordinate self-love, manifested 
by self-pity, by neglecting or refusing to fulfill my 
responsibilities, or by becoming too anxious and 
preoccupied with self ?

Have I tended, out of  inordinate pride, to draw undue 
attention to my successes? Do I, through this same 
inordinate pride, blame others when things are not 
successful?

Have I practiced loving God more than myself  by 
telling Him frequently and sincerely that I love Him, 
by giving Him my best efforts, and by giving Him the 
credit for any and all good fruits? 

Have I sought to consciously humble myself  before 
God and others and to examine whether I am working 
to serve Him or myself ?

Section 3

Have I put the greater needs of  others before my own 
and tried to be forgetful of  self ?

Have I tried to grow in the virtue of  obedience by 
choosing God’s will over my own will?

Have I tried to grow in the virtue of  mortification by  
self-denial?

Have I tried to grow in the virtue of  humility by giving 
God the credit for enabling me and helping me to do 
what I do?

Have I tried to grow in the virtue of  prayerfulness by 
acknowledging my total dependence on God, by 
striving to remain recollected and to listen to Him, and 
by frequent acts of  adoration, praise, thanksgiving, 
reparation and petition?

Have I sought to know God’s will and conform myself  
to it, and aim in this way to grow in perfection?

Section 4

Have I tried to practice charity by always acting with 
goodness and by seeking perfection? Do I deceive 
myself  by thinking I am maintaining a high spiritual 
standard while at the same time allowing myself  to 
lack charity in my dealings with others?

Have I failed to give a good example by my conduct?

Have I fulfilled my duties and helped others to 
fulfill theirs, especially those who may be under my 
supervision?

Do I frequently choose to love God, first and 
foremost, and myself  and others in a wholesome way?

Do I frequently make acts of  faith in God’s love for 
me and for my neighbor?

Have I identified my primary faults and consciously 
tried to make progress against them by choosing 
to not give in to them and to practice the opposite 
virtues?

Have I given in to the tendency to fall into imprudent 
practices of  devotion, such as increasing the number 

of  prayers or other pious acts to the point of  
neglecting my daily duties and mental prayer?

Have I tried to keep in mind the spirit of  the law 
rather than merely following the letter?

Have I harmed someone’s reputation through a lack 
of  charity, calumny (telling a lie about someone), or 
detraction (revealing the truth about someone’s faults 
or defects without just cause)? Have I tried to repair 
damages I have caused?

Section 5

Have I allowed courage to give me a false  
self-confidence, leading to egoism?

Have I been so prideful and self-determined that I 
have deliberately refused to accept advice?

Am I so concerned with what others might think that 
I have kept silent when I should have spoken up?

Have I given in to discouragement when my efforts to 
grow in holiness have seemed at times to be a slow, 
hard and gradual process?

Have I allowed temptation to undermine my 
perseverance by not starting or continuing what I am 
called to do?

Section 6

Have I prayed for the grace to replace false or 
inordinate pride with humility? Have I in fact acted as 
though the gaining of  a virtue depends on my human 
efforts alone?

Have I asked for the light of  the Holy Spirit’s gift of  
knowledge to know myself  and for the grace to 
believe and live according to that knowledge, which is 
what true humility is?

Do I welcome and accept humiliations? Do I sincerely 
believe I can make no true progress in the virtue of  
humility if  I refuse to accept humiliations?

Do I study myself  to see what circumstances cause me 
to fall into sins of  pride?


